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SUMMARY
Experiments were conducted to determine time constants of several
bare-wire thermocouples mounted in cross flow to an air stream. Four
pairs of common thermocouple materials as well as three different wire
diameters were used. The probes were tested at the exit of a room-
temperature Jet exhausting into a pressure controlled chamber. The Mach
number range was 0.1 to 0.9; the range of Reynolds number based on wire
diameter was 250 to 30,000.
For the configurations tested 3 thermocouple material, wire diam-
eter, gas pressure, and Mach number were shown to influence the time
constant. From these data, a correlation between Nusselt and Reynolds
_umber was obtained for the range of Mach and Reynolds number stated.
The correlation is
or
Nu ,, (0.42720.018) (Re*) (0.51Se0.005)pr O .3
Nu = (0.478:h0.OO2)qR-_ Pr0"3
with average deviations of a single observation of 6.9 and 7.4 percent 3
respectively. The value Re* is a Reynolds number computed by evalu-
ating gas viscosity and density at total temperature; Nu is Nusselt
number computed by evaluating gas thermal conductivity at total tempera-
ture, and Pr is the Prandtl number of the gas.
Graphs and homographsare presented for the computation of approxi-
mate radiation error, conduction error, and time constant for thermo-
couples.
Analytic determinations are also presented of the effects of dis-
similarities in wire material and wire diameter on the steady-state tem-
perature distribution in the exposed portion of the wire, and of the
effect on time constant of conduction along the thermocouple wire to the
supports.
INTRODUCTION
Performance evaluation and control of Jet engines, as well as the
fundamental study of the related combustion phenomena3 depend consider-
ably on a knowledge of the steady and variable temperatures of the gas
within the engine. At present 3 these temperatures are most commonly
measuredwith thermocouples. The measurementaccuracy is generally
dependent on the temperature level, the gas velocity, the temperature of
the surrounding walls, and the thermocouple construction. The design of
a thermocouple for any particular application represents a compromise
amongthe contradictory factors of accuracy, life, ruggedness, and
rapidity of response to changes as they are influenced by conduction and
radiation losses, partial adiabatic recovery, erosion, size, and con-
vective heat-transfer rate with the moving gas.
Whether a thermocouple is designed to respond rapidly to tempera-
ture changesor to measure accurately the steady-state temperature of
the gas, the controlling factors are the same, although the orders of
i_portance maybe different. Although this report is concerned prin-
cipally with speed of response, consideration of the related steady-
state accuracy is included.
Limited data have been available for estimating time constants and
these data are for certain thermocouple designs and for a small range of
operating conditions. Data presented in reference i are time constants
of bare-wire and radiation-shielded thermocouples at Reynolds numbers
(based on wire diameter) from about IS to 900 and Machnumbers from 0.05
to 0.14. The work was performed in exhaust gases at 1000° F3 at gas
velocities up to 250 feet per second, and with a step changeof approxi-
mately 700° F. For a given thermocouple, the time constant was found to
vary with the 0.5 power of the Reynolds number. Additional response-
rate data on very fine wires for a Reynolds numberrange of 3 to 340 and
a Machnumberrange of 0.02 to 0.I are presented in reference 2. As
shownin reference 2 and in other references, the study of response
rates can be tantamount to the measurementof Nusselt number. The rela-
tion between Reynolds numberand Nusselt number, and therefore response
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rate, for cylinders in cross flow is represented in a compilation of
data in reference 3 for a Reynolds number range of 0.I to 2503000 and
Mach numbers up to 0.1. As gas velocity approaches the sonic value, it
is conceivable that compressibility effects, as represented by the Mach
number, may influence the Nusselt number. This influence is shown by
the &eta presented in reference 4. These data were obtained in the
Reynolds number range of 80 to 550 and Mach number range of 0.4 to 2.2.
The present work was undertaken to evaluate time comstants of some
representative types of thermocouple probe that are applicable for use
in Jet-engine operation. Experimental determinations were made of the
time constants of bare-wlre thermocouples in cross flow to an air stream
for Reynolds numbers between 250 and 30,000 and for Mach numbers between
0.I and 0.9. Nusselt numbers were computed from the experimental meas-
urements. The ranges of Reynolds and Mach number reported by refer-
ences I to 4, inclusive, as well as those presented herein, are shown in
figure I.
The associated theoretical analysis serves to evaluate the possible
effects of conduction on the time constant and to provide an estimate of
the conduction and radiation errors that can be expected in steady-state
temperature indication. For the range of conditions covered, the data
aid in establishing the relation among Nusselt, Reynolds, and Mach
numbers to an accuracy adequate for estimating conduction and radiation
errors and thermocouple time constants.
The work reported herein is part of a program of research in high-
temperature measurements being conducted at the NACA Lewis laboratory.
THEORY
Method of theoretical treatment. - The theoretical treatment of
this .section will first define the concept of "time constant" as it
appears in the most elementary case of convective heat transfer. Then,
in the treatment of the more general case of combined convective, con-
ductive, and radiative heat transfer from a single wire, the manner in
which the time constant is affected by the presence of conduction and
radiation will be shown. This treatment will lead to theoretical form-
ulas for the approximate steady-state conduction and radiation errors.
The interrelation between the thermocouple response rate and the factors
affecting the steady-state errors will be demonstrated in the section
Basic example. Next, there will be considered several more complex
situations of practical interest: the single wire replaced by a thermo-
couple, a thermocouple with intermediate supporting wires, a single wire
subjected to a step change from initial conditions different from those
considered under Basic example, and a single wire heated electrically.
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Finaliy, it will be shown how the introduction of empirically determined
constants into the theoretical formulas may be used for the numerical
computation of the approximate values of radiation error, time constant,
and conduction error. The symbols used throughout this report and the
detailed mathematical procedures that lead to the results presented in
this section are given in appendixes A, and B and C, respectively.
The heat-transfer relation for a bare-wire thermocouple used to
measure the temperature of an air stream will be developed under the
following assumptions:
(a) The difference between thermocouple temperature and air-stream
temperature is small compared with the absolute temperature level.
(b) The thermocouple dimensions are small compared with the dimen-
sions of the duct or other solid enclosure.
(c) Radial temperature gradients in the wire may be neglected, so
that the temperature at any cross section is constant throughout that
cross section.
(d) The thermocouple is constructed in one of the forms shown in
figure 2, with the thermocouple Junctiommidway between the supports,
and with the support temperature remaining constant or else changing
very slowly as compared with the thermocouple-Junctiou temperature.
Elementar E case I excludin_ conduction and radiation. - In the
absence of conductive and radiative heat transfer, the balance between
rate of accumulation of heat in an element of length of wire and rate of
convective heat transfer to the same element of length would be expressed
by a simple total differential equation
where
A
C w
h
T
g
T
W
_W
pwCw --hA(Tg- rw)
surface area
specific heat of wire
convective heat-transfer coefficient
effective gas temperature
wire temperature
(la)
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t
V
0w
time
volume
wire density
Equation (la) may be written
dT w
7 d-_- + Tw = Tg
(Ib)
where 7 is the time constant of the wire. Characteristic of equa-
tion (ib) are the facts that
(a) In response to a sudden "step change" in gas temperature from
an initial value Tg, l (at which time Tw will be taken equal to Tg,l )
to a new constant value Tg,2 , the wire response will be given by
Tw = Tg,2 + (Tg, l - Tg,2)e -t/T (2)
(b) In response to a sinusoidal fluctuation in gas temperature, of
angular frequency _, represented by
Tg = Tg, av +_ sin (0_)
and initiated at time t = 0 (at which time Tw will be taken as equal
to Tg, av) , the wire temperature will be given by
÷
Tw = Tg, av _+m2 T2
sin _00t - tan-i (_T)J + _mTl_2 72 e"t/7 (3)
General case. - In the presence of conductive and radiative heat
transfer, equation (1) must be replaced by a partial differential equa-
tion involving x, distance along the wire, as a second independent
variable. The solutions for response to a step change or to a sinus-
oidal fluctuation are correspondingly more complex. Examination of
these equations and comparison with equations (2) and (3) indicate,
however, that, under the assumptions initially stated, it is still poss-
ible to have a characteristic time constant 7 for the thermocouple
(although it may no longer be numerically equal to that appearing in
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equation (ib)) and the behavior of the thermocouple Junction can still
be described by equations of the form of equations (2) and (5).
In order to indicate the form of the time constant in the more
general case, as well as to evaluate the errors in steady-state tempera-
ture indication that are caused by conduction and by radiation, the gen-
eral heat-transfer equation will be derived.
For an element of length Ax of one of the wires, the rate of
storage of heat qp is equal to the sum of the rates of heat transfer
into the wire element by the processes of conduction, convection, and
radiation. These rates of heat transfer will be denoted by qk, qc,
and qr, respectively, so that
qp Ax = (qk + qc + qr ) Az (4)
The following additional symbols will be used:
D wire diameter
k
g
L
thermal conductivity of g_s
thermal conductivity of wire
length of wire between supports
Nu Nusse!t znmber
Td equivalent duct temperature, defined as absolute temperature of a
black-body enclosure (of included solid angle 4_) whose radia-
tion to thermocouple, through gas, will be same as that of
actual duct
T
w,m
C_
g,d
Cg
Cw
absolute wire temperature at thermocouple Junction
effective absorptivity of gas for black-body radiation at
temperature Td
effective emissivity of gas
emissivity of wire
Stefan-Boltzmann constant
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The rate of storage of heat in unit length of the wire is
_w (5)
f
The net rate of heat transfer by conduction through the ends of
unit length of wire is
3ZT w _D2 (s)
The rate of heat transfer by convection into the surface of the
wire per unit length of wire is
qc = _ (Tg-Tw) =D
D
(7)
From the surface of unit length of wire, the radiant power emitted
is GcwTw4XD, the power received from the gas is GCw¢_g_D,-- and the
power received from the duct by transmission through the gas is
GCw(1-mg, d)Td_D. Hence, the net rate of heat transfer by radiation to
the surface of unit length of wire is
_we_r, if ETg-Tw)-/Tg_<<l, the approximation Tg4-Tw4_4Tg3(Tg-Tw )
may be introduced, permitting equation (8) to be written
qr = aCw -_g,d ) T - (1-Cg) T _D + 4Tg_ aCw (_g'Tw) ,LO (9)
An analysis of the shape factors that enter into the determination of
T d is presented in reference 5.
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yields
where T,
Substitution of equations (5), (6), (V), and (9) into equation (4)
_Tw I _2T w
_t "_ _ +_ " _ (_o)
4, and Tf are defined by
D2PwC w
VI =
Nu kg
o D T$4
81 =
Nu kg
2 4 Nu ks
hI =
D2 kw
:mE
'I"1
(l+4_l%/Tg)
(lla)
(rib)
(ll_)
(!Id)
Blew
= (l+4Blgw/Tg)
(lle)
_2 = _i2 (l+4B!cw/Tg) (l_)
Tf =Tg+ BEl-mg, d)<_l 4 - (l-¢g)_ (11g)
For purposes of future computation, it is also convenient to
introduce the thermal diffusivity of the wire
k W
DwCw
(lira)
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so that equation (llf) may also be written
The physical significance of the quantities appearing in equa-
tions (ll) becomes apparent upon examination of the solutions of equa-
tion (lO) for some simple boundary and initial conditions, as treated in
appendix B.
Under conditions of a steady gas temperature, the corresponding
steady state of the wire (3Tw/3t = O) is one in which the balance of
heat-transfer rates by conduction, convection, and radiation produces a
wire temperature Tw that is different from the gas temperature Tg
and is given by
Tw = T_ + _ l-=g,d)_ - + (_b'_f) (12a)
where _ = _B,x), and Tb is the temperature at the supports, x I 0
and x = L.
The quantity T_ includes the effect of radiant heat transfer and
r
represents the temperature the wire would assume if there were no con-
ductive heat transfer. The "radiation error" is therefore given by
'-
An alternative form for the radiation error is
where
(L_b)
m
= _1% (13c)
(1-_._lcw%/Tw)
i0 NACA _ 3599
and
_I --_ D Tw4 (13d)
Nu kg
This alternative form is useful when the indicated wire temperature Tw
is known, and it is desired to determine the radiation correction to be
applied to the reading in order to obtain Tg. The use of the alterna-
tive quantity _ permits expression of equation _lEa) in the form
( ] (Tb-_w)_g _-_ ___g,_)/_\4 (_-%)_• \Tw/ - i - (12b)
The intermediate quantities 61 and _i are introduced merely for con-
venience in writing the equations. The effect of conductive heat trans-
fer is to make the steady-state wire temperature different from T
The magnitude of this difference and hence the "conductive error" {s a
function of _ and is directly proportional to (Tf-Tb). An additional
effect of conductive heat transfer is to produce a nonhmlform tempera-
ture distribution along the length of the wire, ranging from a value Tb
at the supports to a value Tw,m at the midpoint of the wire (thermo-
couple Junction).
If both thermocouple wires have substantially the same diameter and
thermal conductivity, they also have substantially the same S. The
steady-state conduction error at the midpoint, where x z L/2, is then
(%-Tf) _m (14)
where, as shown in appendix B, section II,
Sm= sech(riLl2) (_)
If the gas temperature is changed to a new value, the wire
approaches a new steady-state value, involving a new value of Tf. The
approach to the new value is at a finite rate, determined by the quan-
tities V and _. In the absence of appreciable conductive and radia-
tive heat transfer, the wire has a time constant Vl; in the absence
of conduction only, the time constant is T; in the presence of a
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moderate amount of conduction, the thermocouple Junction acts approxi-
mately as though it had a time constant
T m) (is)
Basic example. - An illustrative example is the simple case where
both thermocouple wires'have substantially the same diameter and thermal
conductivity. If (a) the gas temperature is suddenly changed from a
value Tg,1 to a new steady-state value Tg,2 (step change), (b) the
thermocouple was initially in equilibrium withl the gas, and (c) Tg,1 >
Tg,2--Tb>Td, the response of the thermocouple Junction is shown in
figure 3(a), where the variation of Tw, m with time is indicated. The
initial and final distributions of temperature aloz_ the wire are shown
in figure 3(b)# where the variation of Tw with x/L is indicated at
times t = 0 and (t/T)-_ _. The derivation of the equation for steady-
state temperature distribution along the wire is presented in section II
of appendix B. The effect of parameter _L upon the distribution is
shown in figure 4. The equation for time response of the therm6couple
Junction is derived in section VI of appendix B, resulting in equations
(B39) and (B_0). If the wire is subjected to a sinnsoidal variation of
temperature rather than a step change, the time response of the thermo-
couple Junction, derived in section VII of appendix B, is given approxi-
mately by equation (BS3).
Comparison of equations iB40) and_B53) with equations (2) and ($),
respectively, leads to the conclusion that the effect of conduction is
to attenuate the temperature change by a factor of (1-_m) , to multiply
the time constant V by the same factor, and to add a steady conduction
error equal to Sm times the difference between the support temperature
and the average impressed temperature Tf.
Other examples. - In'addition to the simple example Just discussed,
four basic alternative situations are of interest. The first of these
is the case when the two thermocouple wires have radically different
values of the quantity (kw_D2) . The expressions for conduction error
and effective time constant become more complex, but an equivalent
quantity (q'L) can be defined in terms of the quantities (hAL + _BL),
(qAL - _BL), and _w_D2)A/(kw_D2)B , where the subscripts A and B
pertain to the two thermocouple wire materials. An equivalent quantity
'm can be used in the expression for steady-state and transient res-
ponse discussed previously. The steady-state conduction error for this
situation is discussed in greater detail in section III of appendix B.
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The second alternative situation of interest is one in which the
thermocouple Junction is made between two wires which are attached to
the supports through intermediate wires of diameters different from
those formln_ the Junction (fig. 2(c)). Here again equivalent quanti-
ties (q"L) and _"m can be defined in terms of the _L values and
the kw 8D2 ratios. The steady-state conduction error for the case
where both thermocouple materials have substantially the same thermal
conductivity is treated in detail in section IV of appendix B. Combina-
tion with the case discussed in the preceding paragraph is possible in
order to include the effect of am appreciable difference between the
thermal comductlvities of the two wires.
The third alternative situation is one in which a step change to a
constant value of gas temperature Tg,2 is applied to a thermocouple
that is initially at support temperature Tb rather than being initially
at equilibrium with the gas stream. This procedure is descriptive of the
lag-testing technique _escrlbed in reference I. The thermocouple
is initially shielded from the hot gases by a tube through which cooler
air is blown. The tube is them suddenly removed, exposing the unit to
the hot gases. The response is shown graphicall_ in figure 5. Mathe-
matically, it involves replacement of the multiplier (Tf,l-Tfj2) in
equation (B_O) by the multiplier (Tb-Tf_2).
The fourth alternative situation is represented by the experiments
described in this report in which the heating effect of an electric
current was used to raise the temperature of the wire artificially and
the step change was produced when the current was broken. This situa-
tion involves the addition of a term qeAx = WAx to the right side of
equation (4), where W is the power dissipated per unit length of wire.
The effect of this term is merely to add the quantity W/_ Nu kg to
the right side of equation (llg) for Tf. The effective time constant
is unaffected. The response is shown graphically in figure 6.
Computation of time constant, conduction error_ and radiation
error. - The Nusselt number Nu enters into formulas (lla) through (llf)
fort-----'heconstants ml, _, and 812 that are required for the com-
putation of radiation error, conduction error, and effective time con-
stant. It is conventional in heat-transfer work to express this number
in terms of the fluid properties and dynamic conditions by means of the
relation
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where Re and Pr are the Reynolds number and Prandtl number, respect-
ively. Because of the large range of aerodynamic conditions covered in
these tests, the cond/tions being representative of the possible uses of
the thermocouples, it was found appropriate to modify equation (17a) to
include the Mach number M as a separate independent variable and to
use a simple product of powers of the Reynolds and Prandtl numbers as
part of the function F, thus yielding
Nu = comstantxRe a Prb f(M) (lTb)
For the purpose of actual computation, it is desirable, so far as
to express the values of 71, 81, and _l2 in terms ofis convenient,
quantities that are actually measured. Such quantities are the total
temperature and the static and total pressures. For greater conven-
ience, the Mach number M is also introduced as an intermediate vari-
able, its value in terms of static- to total-pressure ratio being read-
ily available in tables. Then, utilization of the additional facts that
(a) both the viscosity and the thermal conductivity of air can be ex-
pressed as propgrtional to a power of the temperature (appendix C) and
(b) the Prandtl number for air probably enters as the 0.3 power and the
value of Pr 0-3 may be treated as remaining constant (appendix C) shows
that the Reynolds number and, consequently, the Nusselt number can be
expressed as products of powers of the Mach number, static pressure, and
static temDerature. In appendix C, the expressions for Reynolds number
and for thermal conductivity of air are shown to be
Re = constantXDMpT s'l" 19 _-- (IB)
kg - constantXT 0"78 (19)
After these expressions are inserted into equation (17b) and the static
temperature is used in the equation for thermal conductivity, equations
(lla), (llb), and (llc) may be _ritten
2-a
PwCw D
mI = constant>< (20a)
paMaTs 0"78-1"19a 7a/2 f(M)
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0.VS-l.19a_a/2f(M)paMaT_
_i2 _ constant)<
_-a
(21a)
O"Dl-aTs 3" 22+1.19a
81 _ constant)<
pa_ _a/2f(M)
(Z2a)
where the Prandtl number has been included as a part of the constants.
If gas density, viscosity, and thermal conductivity are evaluated
at total rather than at static temperature, an alternative Reynolds
number Re" is defined
Re*= constantXDMpTt" I" 19 J_/(i
(appendix C) a_ alternative forms of equations (11"o), (20a), (21a), and
(22a) are
Nu- constantx(Re*) a Prb f*(M)
T1 . comsta_tX PwCwD2-a(l +_M2) a/2
P%eTt°'TS-1"Zga7 /2_*(M)
(17c)
(2oh)
2
BI " comstantX
paM_T O.?S-1.19a7a/2Z*(mt
= comstantX ,-
ph4_ 7_/2 _(M)
(2Zb)
(22b)
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APPARATUS AND I:20CEDURE
Hi_h-velocity air source. - The tests were performed at the exit of
a _-inch-diameter Jet that exhausted into a pressure co_trolled re-
ceiver (fig. 7). Performance characteristics of the Jet are described
in reference 6. At the test section, a Mach number of 0.I to 0.9 and a
free-stream density of 0.04 to 0.10 pound mess per cubic foot were avail-
able. By individual control of the Jet inlet and receiver pressures,
any combination of Mach number and density for the ranges listed was
obtainable. Each run was made at constant test-section density and
varying Mach number. The total temperature of the air was between 840 °
and 545 ° R and was constant to within i° during any one reading of a
run. The total pressure and total temperature in the plenum chamber,
and the static pressure at the test section, with the probe inserted
into the air stream, were used to calculate Mach number a_d free-stream
dens ity.
Test probes. - Six thermocouple probes were tested; their dlmem-
sions and configurations are shown in figure 8. The four pairs of wire
materials used were chromel-constantan, chromel-alumel# irom-coustamtan,
and platinum plus 13-percent rhodium- platinum. Probes A, B, and C
were of the same wire material bat of increasing wire diameter; probes
B, D, E 3 and P were of approximately the same size and configuration but
of different wire materials. A seventh thermocouple was also tested for
purposes of comparison with probe B. This thermocouple, identified by
the letter G, was a straight chrcmel-constantan bare wire stretched
across the exhaust of the Jet.
Time-constant determinations. - The time-constant determinations
were made without moving the probe or shielding it from the air stream.
In order to simulate a higher initial gas temperature, an electric
current was passed through the thermocouple wire to heat the Junction to
about lO0 o R above room temperature. A double-pole, double-thrc_ snap
actic_ toggle switch was then used to disconnect the thermocouple from
the source of heating current and to connect it to a recording oscillo-
graph. As indicated under THEGHY, this technique served to simulate a
step change from one gas temperature to another. It also served to
minimize any change in the nature of the temperature distribution along
the wire. This distribution itself waS, for all wires tested, such that
the contribution of the term T_ to the effective time constant was
negligible. For this reasom, a_ because of the technique used for
measuring the time comstant as described later, it was also possible to
neglect without serious error two deviations from the assumptions of the
simple theory. These deviations were: first, the base of the thermo-
couple loop, constituting the "supports," actually did change tempera-
ture moderately; and second, for the iron-constantan wires an appreci-
able difference exists between the electric power dissipation in the two
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halves of the thermocoupie loop and, consequently, an asymmetry in tem-
perature distribution and a difference in the values of Tf occur. For
example, in the most serious case, that of probe D at M = 0.I and
Og = 0.04 pound mass per cubic foot, the value of _L is 6.6 for the
iron wire and Ii.0 for the cons_antan wire, corresponding to a correc-
tion of 3 percent if the support temperature is assumed equal to the
initial wire temperature. The ratio of BL values for the two halves
of the wire was 1.V:l and the ratio of increase in Tf values due to
the heating current was 5:1.
As the thermocouple was cooled, ita output was recorded by a criti-
cally damped moving-coll oscillograph element having a natural period of
0.006 second and hence an effective time constant of 0.002 second. The
record was obtained upon photographlc paper that was marked off in 0.01-
second intervals. The paper speed and oscillograph-element sensitivity
were constant for all practical purposes. A typical record is shown in
figure 9(a). Figure 9_b), a graph of the same data on sem/logarithmlc
paper, shows that in the region following the "Start of record" the
relation is sufficiently linear that a single measurement 3 directly on
the oscillograph record, of the time required for the recorded tempera-
ture to have covered 83.2 percent of the temperature interval from start
to asymptote is sufficient to establish the time constant for each of
the runs. The time constants were read to a probable error of 0.005
second. For the temperature range encountered in these .experiments, it
was reasonable to assume that the wire calibration (emf/deg temperature
change) remained constant. Each of the measured values of time con-
stant was used as obtained from the records since the maximumconduction
error by equation (16) was never more than 3 percent and usually about
1/2 to 1 percent.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Time constants and Nusselt numbers. - The data obtained in the
experiments are shown in figure l0 as a plot of the experimentally meas-
ured time constants against the Reynolds number Re based on static
pressure and temperature. The conduction correction factor Sm is
negligible for almost all the data, being no more than 5 percent in the
extreme case. The radiation correction is also negligible. Conse-
quently, the experimentally measured time constants are assumed to be
the same as the quantity 71 of equation (lla).
It will be noted that points in the lower Mach number region fall
on lines having a constant slope of approximately 0.5 and that points in
thehlgher Mach number region show systematic deviations from these
lines of constant slope. This effect is more strongly indicated by
plots of time constant as a function of Mach number, as shown in
• _.
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figure Ii. On the average 3 these figures indicate that the deviations
begin at approximately M = 0.5.
An alternative presentation of the data is a plot of the time con-
stant against the Reynolds number Re* based on an evaluation of gas
density and viscosity at total temperature rather than at static temper-
ature. Such plots (fig. 12) show appreciably smaller deviations at
higher _ch numbers than were in evidence in figure lO and are equivalent
to assuming for the functions f(M) and f_(M) in equations (1Tb) and
(17c) the forms
f(M) = (1 + 7-1 M2) "1"69a (25a)
2
f*(M)= 1 (23b)
These expressions follow from the fact that
(See appendix C.) If Re * replaces Re, it is reasonable to assume
that the total temperature, rather than the static temperature, should
be used lu evaluating the thermal conductivity. Making this assump-
tion and utilizing the values of mean PvCw from tables I or II and
of thermal conductivity cf air at the operating total temperature per-
mit computation of the Nusselt number by equation (lla). A plot of
this computed Nusselt number against the Reynolds number Re" is
sho_n in figure 13 for all the 176 data points taken in these tests.
The least-squares solution for the best straight line through these
points, assuming that all Nusselt number measurements have equal
probable percentage error, is
(o.5zs_o.oos)
- (o.3ss .OlS)( e*) (25a)
in the Beyuolds number range 250 < Re* < 50,000. The average deviation
of any point from the line is 6.9 percent. If the exponent of Re* is
fixed at the value l, the least-squares solution for the multiplying
constant leads to
: (o. .oo2) (26a)
•' ; ;:/. ....
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with an average deviation of any point of 7.4 percent. Formula (26a)
will be used in future discussion because of its greater convenience and
negligibly greater average deviation.
If the Nusselt number - Reynolds number relation is to be applied
to gases other than air,. the Prahdtl number Pr may be inserted explic-
itly in equations (25a) and (26a) by writiug them
Nu = _O.427_O.OIB)(Re*) (0"5L5"_0"005) Pr 0"3 (ZSb)
Nu--(o.47 o.oo2) Pr°'3 (2st)
where the exponent b in equation (iVb) has been set equal to 0.3 in
accordance with the conclusions reported in reference 3, chapter VIII.
Formulas (25a) and (26a) are independent of am_ assumptions regarding
the value of Prandtl number; formulas (25b) and (2gb) are based on a
value of Pr = 0.71 for air at 540 ° R.
Some of the sources of error3 in estimated order of importance 3 are
lack of roundness and smoothness of the wire and Junction 3 error in
effective wire-diameter measurement, deviation from simple theory be-
cause of changing support temperature, inaccuracy in measurement of time
constant 3 uncertainty in knowledge of PwCw, use of the arithmetically
averaged #wCw for the two thermocouple materials, and omission of the
conduction correction. The accuracy of the correlation represented by
equations (25) and (26) is dependent on the accuracy of knowledge of gas
viscosity and thermal conductivity at the operating total temperature
(540° R); because all tests were made at constant total temperature, the
accuracy of the correlation and therefore formulas (25) and (26), are
independent of assumptions made concerning the variation of Prandtl
number, gas viscosity, and thermal conductivity with temperature.
A few experiments performed with probe C at a gas temperature of
1500 ° R showed that the formulas presented remain applicable. The data
are not presented herein.
The compilation of data presented in chapter VIII of reference 3
gives3 for the range M • 0.1, 1000 • Re • 50,000,
- o.26(Re)°'6°
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Data (at higher gas temperatures) from reference I give the value of 0.5
for the exponent of Reynolds number for the range M < 0.14, 20 < Re •
I000. Data from reference 4, at M --0.38, give
Nu = 0.47
The data in references 3 and 4 were based on an evaluation of gas prop-
erties at a temperature substantially equal to the arithmetic average
of wire temperature and total gas temperature. For purposes of compari-
son, the lines represented by formulas (25a) and (26a) are shown in
figure 13 together with the curve given in reference 3.
Effective gas temperature T_. - Most satisfactory correlation
between time constant and Reynolds number is achieved by evaluating gas
density and viscosity at total temperature. This technique can be ration-
alized by considering that the wire temperature Tw substantially repre-
sents the average temperature of the gas immediately s_rro_udlng the wire
and that this layer of gas offers the principal resistance to the flow of
heat. A graph of recovery temperature ratio Tw/T t of a cylinder in
cross flow as a function of Mach number is shown in figure 14. The data
are the composite results of a large number of experiments performed at
this laboratory during the past 5 years in connection with other research
projects. These measurements were made so that conduction and radiation
errors were minimized and therefore Tg would be approximately equal to
Tw for these data. These data agree quite well with values reported
from time to time in the scientific literature. The cross-hatched
section on the graph indicates the average spread of all the available
data, which include the effect of different free-stream air densities.
The ratio of Ts/T t is also shown. It is evident that the recovery
temperature Tw is much closer to the total temperature Tt than to
the static temperature Ts. Reynolds numbers computed at M = 0.9 based
on gas properties evaluated at Tt3 Tw, and Ts would be in the ratio
of 1.00:1.08:1.29, respectively.
The finding that a better correlation of heat-transfer data is
often achieved when gas properties are evaluated at surface temperature
was first reported in reference 7 for low-velocity flow and has recently
been verified at higher velocities in reference 8. The experimenters in
references 7 and 8 were concerned with flow in pipes, where viscosity is
the predominant factor, rather than with flow around cylinders, where
potential flow effects are as important as viscous effects. Conse-
quently, the physical explanation of the finding that the use of total
temperature provided a better correlation than the use of static temper-
ature in the case of flow around cylinders is not necessarily of the
same nature as the explanation of the heat-transfer phenomena in pipes.
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NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF TIME CONSTANT,
RADIATION ERROR, AND CONDUCTION ERROR
The Nusselt number, once havlmgbeen determined from experimental
measurements, may then be inserted into the basic theoretical formulas
for time constant, conduction error, and radiation error. Since, as
shown in appendix C, air viscosity and thermal conductivity may be ex-
pressed as functioms of absolute temperature, it follows that Reynolds
number, Nusselt mumber, radiation error, time constant, and conduction
error, may also be expressed in terms of static pressure, total pres-
sure, and total temperature, all of which are experimentally measurable
quantities. The computatiomprocedure is facilitated by introducing
Mach number, the value of which is readily obtained from tables if the
static and total pressures are known.
The imsertion of equation (26a) into equations (20b), (21b), and
(22b) leads to the equations
Tl=
4.05 _wCwD l'SO (I + _ M2) 0"25
seconds (27)
p0.50 _.50 TtO.18
.50 .82_i v-1 __0
@25
0.50 MO.50P
_l2 0.246 p0.50 M0.50 TtO.18= inches "2 (29)
kw DI'50 + 2
where the quantities are in the following units:
%°w Btu/( 3 °IR)
]) (in.)
p (atm)
T
¢,
/
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]_t_/(ft % sec)
o.173xzo-8 ]3t_/(_ ft 2 °R_-)
These formulas show that time constant and conduction error are only
slightly affected by the magnitude of the gas temperature; hence the
validity of these formulas is not strongly dependent on any assumptions
made concerning dependence upon temperature of the gas viscosity and
thermal conductivity. The time constant computed from equation (27) has
been plotted in figure 15 against the experimentally measured time
constants. As is to be expected from the fact that figure 1S is sub-
stantially an alternative presentation of the data shown in figure 13,
the average deviation of the points shown in figure 15 is also 6.9
percent. The detailed derivations of numerical formulas such as equa-
tions (27), (28), and (29) are presented in appendix C and lead to the
construction of graphs and nomograms (figs. 16 to 19) that materially
facilitate the computations of time constant, radiation error, and con-
duction error for wire diameters between 0.001 and 0.1 inch. The exact
computation procedure follows :
Given:
(1)
(2)
Wire-material constants: Cw' Ow' Cw' kw or
Probe constants: D, L, L', Tb, Tw
(3)
(,,.).
Procedure:
Constant of surroundings: T d
Gas and aerodynamic constants: M, p, _g,d' Cg
(1)
(_.)
(_)
Find _i from figure 16(a).
Co_ute_ = _-lc_/¢I*_1_g/_)=_-lc_
Comp_teradiatlo_e or= _r(l-_d)(_d/_) -(1-%_
the nomograph of figure l_(b), g'
Find Tpt from figure 17.
Compute T1 _ TPt (0w3A Cw,A + Pw_B Cw, B)/2_ptCpt
using data in figure 17.
using
(6) Compute 1"= Tl/(l+4_lCwCg/T_z )
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(7a)
(_)
This value is the time constant in the absence of conduc-
tion effects.
Compute the effective (_L)2 = L2/7 K using the harmonically
averaged value of _ from table II.
Alternatively, find (_iL)pt 2 from figure 18 and compute,
for each thermocouple wire,
and
(_IL)w2 = (_iL)pt2 (_t/kw)
(_L)w2= (nzL)_2 (l_icwcg/Tw)
where (kpt/kw)
effective (_L)
the equations
is listed in table I. Then find the
for the thermocouple wire pair by use of
(s)
(9)
(lo)
(11)
mA/m B " (kv,A/kw,B )0"5 (DA/DB)1"25
mA, B = 7mA/m_)-l] / _mA/mB )+1]
and of tables II and III.
Find _m from figure 19.
Compute steady-state conduction error = (Tb - Tw) _m
Compute corrected time constant = T(1 - _m )
Compute corrected gas temperature Tg w Tw - (steady-state
radiation error) - (steady-state conduction error).
SUMMAEY OF RESULTS
The time constants of bare-wire thermocouples mounted in cross flow
to an air stream were shown to depend principally on thermocouple_wlre
material, wire diameter, gas pressure, and Mach number 3 and only
slightly .on gas temperature. These measurements also served to provide
a correlation among Mach number M, Nusselt number Nu, and Reynolds
number _e* for the ranges 0.1< M < 0.9 and 250 < Re*< 30,000, 7
yielding
l_%.OA_ 2599 2:5
_u -- (o .385_.o16) (_e*) (o.s_o .oos )
with a 6.9 percent average deviation of_a single observation, or
(o.43 =o.oo2)
with a 7.4 percent average deviation of a single observation. The value
He* is a Reynolds number computed by evaluating gas viscosity and dens-
ity at total temperature. The value of Nu was computed from the
experimental measurement of time constant and the evaluation of gas
thermal conductivity at total temperature. Prandtl number was consid-
ered constant for these tests and is therefore incorporated in the con-
stants. The PTandt! number Pr may be inserted explicitly in the pre-
ceding equations by writing them
Nu- (0.42V_.OlS)(Re*) (O.SlSeO.OOS) 0.3Pr
Nu- (o.4  .oo2) Pr°'3
It is shown that the evaluation of Nusselt number provides a means
for determining approximate steady-state radiation and conduction errors
of a bare-wire thermocouple in a high-temperature gas stream. Graphs
and nomograms are presented for the computation of time constant,
approximate radiation error, and approximate conduction error for wire
diameters between 0.001 and 0.I inch for commonly used pairs of thermo-
couple materials.
Analytic determinations are presented of the effects of dissimilar-
ities in wire material or wire diameter on steady-state temperature dis-
tribution in a thermocouple, and the effect on the time constant of con-
duction along the thermocouple wire to the support.
Lewis Flight Propulsiou Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Cleveland, Ohio, August 3, 1951
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APPENDIX A
SYMBOLS
The following symbols are used in this report:
surface area
specific heat
wire diameter
heat-trausfer coefficient
thermal conductivity
length of wire between supports
length of central wire when intermediate supporting wires are
used
free-stream Mach mnmber
Nusselt number
Prandtl number
static pressure
rate of heat transfer by convection, per unit length
rate of heat transfer by electric power dissipation, per unit
length
rate of heat transfer by conduction, per unit length
rate of heat storage, per unit length
rate of heat transfer by radiation, per unit length
Reynolds number with gas properties computed at static tempera-
ture
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Re*
r
T
T
Td
T
f
t
U
U
V
V
W
W
X
Y3Y, z
_g, d
7
7 o
Cg
Reynolds number with gas properties computed at total temperature
specific gas constant for air, 1716 ft2/(secE)(°R)
temperature
amplitude of sinusoidal gas-temperature fluctuation
equivalent duct temperature
final wire temperature im absence of conduction
time
linear free- stream velocity
intermediate temperature variable
volume
intermediate temperature variable
electrical power per unit leugth
intermediate temperature variable
distance along wire
intermediate temperature variables
effective absorptivity of gas for black-body radiation at tem-
perature Td
_lCw/(l+4_ICw/_g)
ratio of specific heats
ratio of specific heats of air at NACA standard sea-level condi-
tious, 1.40
effective emissivity of gas
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n1
e
K
P
T
71
70
i
emissivity of wire
_i (1÷4_%_g/%,} a/2
(4 Nu kg/D2 _)a/2
intermediate time variable
thermal diffusivity of wire
gas viscosity
intermediate distance variable
density
Stefan-Boltzmanm constant
time constant, 71/(l+4--_¢wCg/Tw)
D2 Pw Cw/4 Nu kg
value of TI for platinum wire
value of Tpt at NACA standard sea-level conditions
transient temperature function
spatial temperature distribution function
angular frequency
Subscripts:
A
av
B
b
g
i
m
refers to wire material A
arithmetic average
refers to wire material B
value at wire support
refers to gas
value at x = (L-L')/2 and at x = (L+L')/2
value at x = L/2
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P
Pt
Q
S
t
W
0
l
2
refers to wire diameter Dp
value for platinum
refers to wire diameter DQ
refers to static conditions
refers to total conditions
refers to wire
refers to NACA standard sea-level conditions
initial value
final value
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APPENDIX B
MATHEMATICAL SOLUTIONS GF HEAT-TBANSFE_
EQUATIONFGR SOME BASIC DESIGNS
I. General Equation
Subject to the approximations and assumptions listed under THEOEY,
the general equation (i0) is derived from a consideration of the balance
between the rate of heat transfer to an element of length of the wire
and the rate of storage of heat in the element. The general equation is
repeated here for convenience:
v--= +Tf- Tw (Bl)
5t _2 5x2
For consideration of the transient response, it will be convenient to
transform equatiou (BI) into
- y (B2)
_t _2 _x2
by a shift of the origin of ordinates,
Tw - Tf (BS)
so that y represents the difference between instantaneous wire tem-
perature and the temperature which the wire would ultimately assume in
the absence of conduction.
In general, Tw and y are functions of x and of t. The
values of these two temperatures at the midpoint of the wire, at which
the thermocouple Junction is located, will be denoted by T and Ym,
y,m
respectively. The characteristic parameters m and 43 pAus the ini-
tial and boundary conditions, then serve to define fully the values of
Ww(x,t), y(x,t), Tw,m(t), and Ym(t). The conduction parameter
governs the steady-state temperature distribution; the time constant T
exercises the principal influence on the transient behavior, although
the transient behavior is also influenced by 4.
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II. Steady-State Temperature Distribution in
Single Wire Stretched between Supports
If both thermocouple materials have essentially the same diameter
and thermal conductivity, the physical situation shown in figure 2(a)
may be treated as though a single wire, possessing characteristic param-
eters T and q, were stretched between supports at constant tempera-
ture Tb. In the presence of a constant gas temperature Tg, the
steady state of temperature distribution in the wire is then represented
by setting _Tw/_t equal to zero in equation (B1), so that the equation
becomes
1 d2 Tw
------ + Tf - Tw _ 0
t_2 dx2
(B4a)
subject to the boundary conditions
Tw -T b at x--O (B4b)
Q
Tw = Tb at x = L (B4c)
The solution of this equation is
Tw = Tf + (Tb - Tr)$ (_)
where
= sinh _x + sinh (_L - _x)
sinh _L
(BS)
In particular, the value of _ at the midpoint of the wire
x = L/2 will be denoted by _m, so that
Tw, m = Tf + (Tb - Tf)_m (B7)
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where
Sm = sech (TILl2) (B8)
Figure 4 shows graphs of $ against x/L for various values of
the dimensionless parameter _L. It is to be noted that only in the
decade I< _L<I0 is Sm markedly different from the values 0 or I.
III. Steady-State Temperature Distribution along Thermocouple
Wire Pair Stretched between Supports
In the general case where a thermocouple composed of wires h_ving
different diameters or thermal conductivities is stretched between sup-
ports at constant temperature Tb, subscripts A and B will be
Assigned to represent the two wire materials. The situation is illus-
trated by figure 2(b). To treat this problem, as well as the one in
the following section, it is convenient to utilize the following:
Lemma: The solution of the equation (B4a) for steady-state temper-
ature distribution along a single wire subject tothe boundary condi-
tions
Tw - Tm at x = x_ (B9a)
Tw = T_ at X ,= x_ (B9b)
is
Tw = Tf + (T_ - Tf) sinh (_x - _x_) + (T8 - Tf) sigh (_xe - _x) (BIO)
slnh
For the problem of two thermocouple wires, A and B, the differ-
ential equations and their associated boundary conditions are:
For wire A
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For wire B
I _+ Tf, A Tw, A 0
.A2
.Tw, A =T b at x = 0 (BII)
Tw, A = Tw, m at x =_2
L<x< L
o
_B2 dx2 Tf,B - Tw, B ="
L
Tw, B = Tw, m at x = Y
Tw, B =T b at x = L
( iz)
It will be noted that continuity of Tw at x = L/2 has already been
postulated by the preceding expressions, and that the unknown Tw _ has
been used as one of the boundary values. In order to determine _w '
the additional postulate is m_de that the net rate of flow of heat ,m
across the thermocouple Junction shall be zero. Since the rate of flow
of heat along wire A into the Junction is
kw, A _ DA2
dx
and the rate of flow of _eat along wire B from the Junction is
DB2 d Tw_ B
kw'B 4 dx
it is necessary that
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T, (B13)kw,A DA2 d _w,A_= _,,_ D_ d %,B_ at = =
Equations (BII), (BI2), and (BI3) constitute the complete statement
of the problem.
By use of the lezma previously stated, appropriate values for Ta
and TB are inserted into equation (BI0) to obtain solutions of equa-
tions _Bll) and (B12). Inserting the value x = L/2 into these solu-
tions and then applying the condition stated by equation (B13) give the
solution for Tw, m as
I /_AL_ I_l I_ (_)Tw, m mA moth \-_-/+m B moth --Tw,A mA moth +Tf_ B mB moth +
(T b - Tf,A) mA cscn_k--_-/+ (T b - Tf,B) mB msch I_ _--) (Bl_)
where
mA = k_, A D2 BA
= _,B DB2 n3
Expression (B14) may be simplified if the steady-state radiation
errors for the two wire materials are assumed to be sufflclently similar
that Tf, A and Tf, B may each be replaced by a common value Tf (for
example 3 Tf,av = (Tf, A + Tf,B)/2 ). Under this assumption, equation
(B14) becomes
Tw, m = Tf,av + (Tb - Tf,av)_'m (816)
where
+,=.=,cR. ; ,/co,=\-7 7
l-mA, B tanh I-_AL4_BLI coth I_A_BL 1
(317)
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aud =A
=B
mA
-- ..I,.1
(B:].Wo)
T
Thus an equivalent value $ m may be defined to replace the quan-
tity Sm in equatiom (B7). Alternatively3 an equivalent quantity _'L
m_y be defined to replace the quantity _L in equation (BS), where _'
will lie between hA and _B" A tabulation of _'L as a function of
the dimensionless quantities hA L, _BL, and mA, B is given in
table III.
The experiments described in this report show that, for the range
of Reynolds and Mach number covered in these experiments, the Nusselt
number varies directly as the square root of wire diameter at any given
set of gas-flow conditions. Hence, if radiation is neglected so that
may be replaced by _l in equation (llf), the application of equa-
tions (llc) and (BIS) leads to
(_.8)
Values of (kw,A/kw, B )0"5 are.given in table II for standard thermo-
couple wire pairs to facilitate computation of mA, B.
It is evident that if both wires have substantially the same diam-
eter and thermal conductivity, both (_A " _B ) and mA, B are close to
zero, and $'m given by equation (B17a) is substantially the same as
Sm given by equation (B8).
Typical temperature distribution patterns along the wire for vari-
ous values of mA, B, in the case where hAL = 4 and _BL _ lO, are
show, in figure 20. It is evident that, depending c_the value of mA, _
the thermocouple Junction temperature w!ll lie somewhere between the
values of Tw, m for each of the two wires as given by figure 4 or
equations (B7) and (B8).
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IV. Steady-State Temperature Distribution along Wire Stretched
between Intermediate Wire Supports of Different Diameter
If, as shown in figure 2(_), the wires constituting the thermo-
couple Junction are supported by intermediate wires of different diam-
eter 3 the intermediate wires also exposed to the gas stream but with
their bases at fixed support temperature Tb, the values of _ will be
different for the intermediate wires even though they are of the same
material as the adjacent wires forming the Junction.
For simplicity, it will be assumed that both intermediate wires
have the same diameter, both wires forming the Junction have the same
diameter, and both materlal A and material B have the same thermal
conductivity. IThe results of the previous section can serve to correct
for deviations from these assumptions.) Under these assumptions, the
intermediate wires, each of length (L - L')/2, may be assigned an
value of _ and the two wires forming the Junctloumay be treated as a
single wire-of length L' with an _ value of _Q, the subscripts P
and Q now serving to distinguish between the two diameters. By virtue
of symmetry, the temperature Tw _ of the midpoint of wire Q is
closer to the effective gas temperature Tf,Q than is the temperature
of any other point of the assembly. Similarly, for reasons of symmetry,
the temperature of each Junction between the central wire and the inter-
mediate wires may be represented by the common symbol Tw, i.
A line of reasoning similar to that of section III regarding the
rate of heat flow across the Junction between central and intermediate
wires leads to the following mathematical statement of the problem:
1 d2 T
-- w_P
rip2 dx2
+ Tf,p - Tw, p = 0
Tw, P = Tb at x = 0
L-L'
Tw, p = Tw, i at x = T j
L-L' (Blg)
<_x <_--f-
l d2Tw,Q
---- + - = 0
_J ,dX2 Tf,Q Tw, Q
/
- L-L'
Tw,^w.= _T-',i at x =
Tw, Q =Tw, i at
L+L'
X
8
L-L----If< x < L+L---IJ (BSO)
2 -- -- 2
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d L-L' (B21)
_,p D22_ = _,Q DQ2 T_,Rat = -
dx dx 2
The presence of symmetry makes it unnecessary to state or to use the
relations for x > (L+L')/2. They would be similar to equations (BI9)
and (B21).
Use of the lemma stated in section III, insertion of the boundary
conditions from equations (B19) and (B20) into equation (BlO), and use
of equation (B21) to eliminate the intermediate quantity Tw, i yield
the following solution for Tw_m:
mQ tanh tanh =
(Tw,m - Tf,Q) _P 2
sechI_zQ_L'l_T b - Tf,p) sech <_PL -11QL_ _ + Tf,p - Tf,Q_
(_22)
where
JmQ= _,Q DQ2 _Q
Equation (B22) may be simplified if it is assumed that the effects
of the steady-state radiation errors are sufficiently alike that Tf,p
and T9 _ on the right side of the equation may each be replaced by a
common'_lue Tf (for example, Tf,av = (Tf,p + Tf, Q)/2). Under this
assumption, equation (B22) becomes
TT
T,,,m= Tf,av+ (Tb - Tf,a._)_ m (B24)
where
,, 2 (B2S)
_ m =
I + _ tauh(_2-_)mp tanh_ -_P 2(L'L')I
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Thus equivalent values _" and ,1'% may be so defined as to
replace the quantities _m and m ,1L In equations (B7) and _BS). A
tabulation of ,1"L as a function of the dimensionless quantities
_pCL-L' ), ,1QL', and (mQlmp) is given in table IV. Because both
materials have been assumed of the same thermal conductivity, equation
(B18) and the discussion in section III pertaining to this equation show
that mQ/mp , is given very simply by
-_ = I--_l1"25 (B26)
By similar reasoning, it can also be showathat
(B2V)
Temperature distribution patterns for a few cases of practical
interest are showa im figure 21.
V. Transient and Steady-State Respomse of Single Wire to Step Change
in Gas Temperature_ Wire Initially at Support Temperature
This case, because of its relative mathematical simplicity 3 pro-
rides a comvemient introduction to the subject of transient response of
the wire. The general equatiom (B2) and its corresponding boumdaryand
initial comdltions for this case are
v 8t = ,12 _x 2 "
y --Tb - Tf at x= 0
y-%-Tf at =-L
Y=Tb-T f at t-0
Y-Tw. Tf
(B2B)
Assume a solution of the form
y=u+v (B29a)
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where u = u_x), with
------- u = 0
_2 ax2
u = _ - Tf at x = 0
u = _ - Tf at x = L
(_9b)
and v = v(x,t), with
v _v i 5zv
v=O at x=O
v=O at x=L
v - _ - T_.- u(=) at t - o
(B29c)
The solution of equation (B29b) has already been derived in sec-
tion II. This solution provides the steady-state solution for Y3
which is rewritten here as
u - (Tb - T_)_ (_0)
where $ is defined by equation (B6).
The solution of equation (B29c) will provide the transient response.
Solution of the equation is facilitated by the substitut'iou
w - w(=,t) = ve-t/T (_l)
which converts equation (B29c) into
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w=O at x=0
w=O at x=L
w _b " Tf - u(_)_ (_b" _f)(l-_) at t = 0 -
The solution of equation (BS2) is (reference 9, paragraph 54)
W I
(B3S)
Carrying through the integration and then returning to the variable v
yield the solution of equation (B29c) as
v = (_b" _f) (B_a)
where
. n2"2__.___t
-t/7_ _L_ TI2L272_e 1-cos(n.) I si e$ " g n=l n l+n2 2/ 2LZ
(_b)
C
The term LI - cos (n_ makes the series alternating, with only odd
values of n present.
Addition of the expressions for u and v to obtain y (equation
(B29a)) and replacement of y by (Tw - Tf) yield the general solution
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where _ and $ are given by equations (B6) and (BS4b), respectively.
At the midpoint of the wire, x = L/2 and equation (B35) becomes
_w,m ; _f + (% - Tf)$= + (% " _f) _m (B36a)
where
_m = sech (_]L/2) (BS)
O_
YL2T
4 e I sin I e _ (BS6b)
m = _ _ l+n2_2/_2L 2
n=,l
At t = 0, Sm is equal to (i -_m). For t >_0, Sm may be
represented very closely (to within 0.03) by the approximation
$m = (1-Sin) e "t/ET(l'$m)-J (_6c)
so that an adequate approximation for Tw, m is
Tw, _ = Tf + (Tb - Tf)_m + (Tb - Tf)(l -_m)e "t/LT(1 _m)] (B_Sd)
The physical significance of this solution has been discussed
briefly in the section THEORY and illustrated in figure 5. The asymptote
of the temperature-time curve is Tf - (Tf - Tb)_L_, The initial slope
is (Tf - Tb)/T 3 which is independent of the conauctlon error factor _m"
The effective time constant is V (1 - _ m)" Thus, when there is appreci-
able conduction, the indicated magaitude of ultimate temperature change
is reduced by an amount (Tf - Tb)_ m from its "true" value Tf# but the
time constant is altered in the same proportion in such manner as to
maintain the initial rate of change equal to that which would be char-
acteristic of the zero-conduction case.
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Vl. Transient and Steady-State Response of Single Wire to Step Change
in Gas Temperature, Wire Initially at Gas Temperatuae
If the wire is initially at a temperature _f,l + (Tb " Tf,l)_
corresponding to an actual gas temperature Tg, l related to Tf, 1 by
an equation of the form of (llg), and a step change in gas temperature
occurs to a value of Tg,2 yielding a corresponding effective gas tem-
perature Tf, 2 and, by section II, an ultimate wire temperature
[Tf, 2 + (Tb - Tf,2_ , then the mathematical expression of the problem
calls for solving equation (B2) subject to the boundary and initial
conditions
y = Tb - Tf, 2 at x - 0
y =T b - Tf, 2 at x = L
Y = _,l + (_b - _f,1)_ - _z,2
Assuming, as in section V3 a solution of the form
Ol B37)
at t =
where
y= u + v (B38a)
u = u(x) u = Tb - Tf, 2 at x = 0 and at x = L (B38b)
v = v(x3t ) v = 0 at x = 0 and at x = L _ (B38c)
v = Tf, 1 - Tf, 2 + (Tb - Tf,l) _ - u at t = 0 J
a procedure similar to that of section V yields the solution
T_ = Tf, 2 + (Tb - Tf,2)$ + (Tf, 1 - Tf,2)$ (]539)
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which at x = L/2 becomes
_w,m " _f,2 + (_b " _f,2)_m+ (Tf,:--_f,2)em (_o)
where $, $, Sm, and Sm are defined by equations (B6), (BS4b), IB8),
and (B36b), respectively.
In accordance with the approximation (B56c), the physical signifi-
cance of the solutlon is illustrated by figure 3(a). The initial value
of the indicated ten:perature-tlme curve is _f,l + (Tb - Tf,l)$_; the
asymptote is _f,2 + (Tb - Tf_2_m] ; the indicated magnitude of ulti-
mate change is (Tf,1 " Tf,2)(1 " Sm); the initial slope is
(Tf, l - _f,2)/7 and is independent of the conduction error factor Sm;
the effective time constant is 7 (1 -$m). Thus, when there is appreci-
able conduction, the indicated magnltude of ultimate temperature change
is reduced by a factor (1 - Sm ), but the apparent time constant is
reduced in the same proportion, so that the initial rate of change
remains the same as in the zero-conduction case.
VII. Transient and Steady-State Response of Single Wire
to Suddenly Applied Sinusoidal Variation in Gas Temperature
If the wire, initially at temperature ETf,av + (Tb - Tf, av) _ ,
subjected, at time t = O, to a slnusoidal variation _ sin (_t) in
gas temperature superimposed on the steady-state value Tf.av , the
differential equation with its boundary and initial conditions is
+ _ sin (_t)
av
_w I / _2T w
Tw = Tb at x = 0
T w = Tb at x = L
T w = Tf,av + (Tb - Tf,av)_ at
- Tw
t=O
is
(_].)
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Introduction of the transformations
z = Y e "Tf,av 2 os (00t) +007 sin (
(_2)
(:_3)
changes equation _B¢I) to
Z=_b-Tf,av-T sin(_)_ et/V+T l+_T2
at x = 0 and at x = L
T_T at t - 0
z = (% - _r,._)_ + _r 2
J
The solution of equation (B¢4) is (reference 9, "section 54)
n2g2t I;L_
n_ t
h-_L2/7-T[1- cos (n_ _ - Tf, av-
T _T (cos _ +_7 sin _8)_ dSl
I+_7 2 _D/
(B44)
+
For comvemlence, write
"_ sin (_) +
(_5)
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anm 2---El- c°s (n_)_n_ slnn_-"XXL
b= 1-+ =2 ,,2/qE2 (_7)
Then, performance of the integrations in equation (B_5) and return to
the variable Tw by use of equations (B42) end (B¢5) result in
Tv= Tf, av + (Tb-Tf,av)_J+
where
2+JT2B2
s in_t-t an" 1 (_ 7) +t an- __ +--TYoTC
A = 1 - an bj+O_T2
bn - iB ffi a:l
@D
-b=t/Te
C = n=l anbn2+_
(B48a)
(_Sb)
(B48c)
and use has been made of the identities
IE_ an
bn.l
n=l n
(B¢9)
(Bso)
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At the midpoint of the wire, where x = L/2, equatiou (B48) becomes
where
Tw,m _ Tf,av + (Tb " Tf,av)$ m +
_ _Am2+_2_2_ 2
T sin _T-tan-_ (WT)+tan-l_-_I] +T_mCm
A
m
B m
@D
an," b_+_2
cm _. an, m
bn +_ T
(_s_a)
(BSlb)
(m1_)
(told)
(BS)-
m 4 sinn_
Approximations (to about 0.05 in amplitude and to about 5 ° in angle)
for the functions appearing in equation (l_l) are
_l ÷ _2T2(i - _m) R
tan'l_v-tan'l(_)"tan-l[_T( I "gm_
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so that an approximate solution is
Tw, m --Tf, av+ (Tb -Tf,av _m +_
i-_ m
1
T 0_T e
+
Thus, by comparison with equation (3), the effect of conduction is to
make the system act as though it possessed a time constant T(1 -4 m )
rather than T. At the same time, the amplitude of the steady-state
term and the amplitude of the transient term are both attenuated by a
factor (I "_m)" These conclusions are similar to those obtained for
the case of a step change Im effective gas temperature.
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APPENDIX C
NUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS
The time constant and the steady-state radiation and conduction
error may be expressed, to an accuracy sufficient for all practical pur-
poses, in terms of the experimentally measured static pressure and total
temperature and of the Mach number, the value of which is readily
obtainable fromthe experlmentallymeasured static and total pressures.
The numerical formulas for the intermediate quantities required for the
numerical expression of the approximate values of radiation error, time
constant, and conduction error will be derived in sequence.
Viscosity. - The viscosity _ of air is independent of pressure
and can be expressed in terms of the temperature by means of the formu-
las
(cla)
I_ " 0-159X10 -6 T0"69 lbm/[(sec)(ft)] (Clb)
where T is in °R, to within 1 percent in the range 460 o<T<2500 ° R,
if values given by reference 5, quoting a personal communication from
Genereaux, are assumed. In equation (Cla), _0 is the viscosity of
air at temperature T0. Equation (Clb) is based on assuming _o equal
to ll.gXlO "5 pound mass per second per foot at TO - 519 ° R. I_ will
be assumed that formula (Clb) can be extrapolated to the interval
4000< T< 3000 ° R.
Reynolds number. - The Reynolds number Re can be expressed in
terms of Mach number, pressure, temperature, and wire diameter by use
of formula (C1) for the viscosity, the universal gas law, and the for-
mula for the velocity of sound
= (, _ _ (C2a)\Z -0.89MV TsDrT-- 
_O TO
where r is the specific gas constant for air. Formula (C2a) may be
written
Re = 1.01Xl09 DMpTs'I'19 (CZb)
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where D is in inches, p is in atmospheres, and T is in °R. The
Reynolds number so defined involves the evaluation of the gas properties
at static pressure and static temperature. If, in order to improve the
correlation between heat transfer and aerodynamic conditions, a differ-
ent Reynolds number Re* is defined that involves evaluation of the gas
density and viscosity at total rather than at static temperature, the
conversion formula
may be applied to equation (C2) to yield
(C a)
This formula may be written
)lRe* - 1.Ol×lO 9 D M p Tt"I'19 + _ M2 (C b)
if D, p, and T are in inches, standard atmospheres, and °R,
respectively, and ro (- 1.40) is the value of T at NACA standard
sea-level conditions-
Thermal conductivity. - Because adequate experimental data on the
thermal conductivity of air at high temperatures are unavailable, the
thermal conductivity kg will be computed on the assumptions that the
Prandtl number is constant and equal to 0.71, the viscosity is given by
equation (C1), the specific heat of air is given by the values tabulated
in reference lO for the temperature range &60°<T<&OOO ° R, and the
specific heat - temperature relation can be extrapolated to _00 ° E.
Since little iuformation is available regarding the variation of Prandtl
number of air with temperature, and some of the information is contra-
dictory, it has been recommended by Dr. E. R. G. Eckert of the Lewis
laboratory that an assumption of constant Pramdtl number be made. The
value suggested by Dr. Eckert is the latest value at room temperature,
as given by reference ll. The formulas
kg = kg,o CTl o) (csa)
kg = 3.03X10 "8 T 0"78 Btu#ft)(sec)(OR_ (Cb-b)
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where T is in OR, then fit the computed values within 2 percent in the
range 400 ° <T < 3000 ° R. In formula (C5a), kg,O is the thermal con-
ductivity of air at temperature TO. In formiula (CSb), the value of
kg,0 is taken as 4.0XlO "6 Btu/[(ft)(sec)(OR_ at TO . 519 ° R.
Nusselt number. - Insertion of formulas (C4a) and (C4b) into equa-
tion (26a) leads to
l r ]1/2
1/2 -0.60
_ - 1.3_xlo4 (DM p) _t
where, in equation (Cgb), the units of
atmospheres, and OR, respectively.
The computations of the quantities
21_114[_(1 +/.zl,2 (c_)
D, p, and Tt are inches,
I
BI' _i' and _I require
knowledge of the thermal conductivity of air. The uncertainty in knowl-
edge of this quantity is sufficiently large that no appreciable increase
in total error results by use of r " 1.34, as an average value over
the temperature range 500 °< Tt < 3000 ° R, for computation of _l, _i,
and _l" Formula (C6b) then becomes
Nu - 1.s6xmo4 (n_ p)ll2_t-o.6o(z + o.2M2)"114 (CSc)
Steady-state radiation error. - Computation of the steady-state
radiation error is conveniently accomplished by first evaluating the
quantity _l" Insertion of equation (C5) (evaluated at total tempera-
ture) and equation (C6) into equation (15d) and replacement of the
quantity Tt0"18 by the almost numerically equal quantity Tw0"18 y_eld
'1 2._-G la01/2rl/4T00"455 C + _ M211/4 /_p_ 1/2 3.82
" kg'O Y - Tw (C7a)
" 3"82'DF-(1+ o.m2)114 (oR) (c_b)
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where, in equation (CTb), the units, D, p, and Tw are inches,
atmospheres, and OR, respectively. The nomograph of figure 16(a) yields
_i when M, D, p, and _ are given.
The radiation error may then be computed as
Radiation error =_ I(l - _g,d)_T--_wl _ - (i -¢g)] (l_b)
where
- _1_w - (L_c)
= i + 4_l_wCg/Tw = _lCw
In the absence of conduction, the actual gas temperature Tg is then
obtained by subtracting the radiation error from the indicated wire
temperature T_.
The quantity _¢w represents approximately the error present when
Td/Tw - l.Z. As an aid to computation, a homograph for (Td/Tw)' is
presented in figure 16(b).
Time constant. - The computation of 71, the time constant in the
absence of radiation or conduction, is accomplished by inserting equa-
tions (C5) and (C6) into equation (lla), yielding
71=
112l/,_ o., 5
O. 581J.0 r '±'0
kg,o (. p>112%o.18#/, (l+ ll"
(csa)
71 _ '.20
(Mp)i12%o.18
(i + O.LM2) I/' sec (csb)
.;here, in equation (CSb), the units are
OwC w Btu/ [ (ftS)C°R)]
D inches
p atmospheres
Tt OR
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A nomograph for the calculation of T1 appears in figure 17. The
first turning llne has been graduated to give directly the value TO,
the time constant of a platinum wire at NACA standard sea-level condi-
tions. The final result of the homograph is Tpt , the time constant
of a platinum wire at the given aerodynamic conditions. The time con-
stant ml for wire of any other material is obtained by multiplying
rapt by (0wCw) /(OPtcPt) • The time constant T in the presence of
radiation is
' = ""l/C1+ _,l_J_'g) = "l/C1 + 4A,:_JTw) (c9)
A tabulation of (OwCw/OptCpt) for various thermocouple materials
is given in table I. A tabulation of the arithmetically averaged values
for commonly used thermocouple pairs is given in table II and is
repeated for convenience in figure 17. The values appearing in table I
were obtained from references 12 and 13 and are believed to represent
the best values available. The data in figure 17 are thus sufficient
for estimating 71 for any group of aerodynamic conditions that may
normally be encountered in aircraft engine operation.
Stead_-state conduction error. - Computation of the steady-state
comduction error is conveniently aecemplished by first evaluating the
conduction parameter qL. If the time constant T has already beau
determined, qL may be computed most simply by use of equation (lll) as
L2
l(_T.)2."r_ (ClO)
The diffusivities of various materials are listed in table I.
If the time constant is not known, qL may be computed by insert-
ing equations (C5) and (C6) into equation (!lc), yielding
...
(,_;.n)2 spo . _- 2
" _O1/2rll_To0._35 - D312k + [-IM L
w 3
(DM ;)I/2_,O'IBCIJD)z
(rilL)2 = 1.65XlO "3 (l+ o.2_)l/_
(cn.a)
(CUb)
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where in equation (Cllb) the units are
kw Btu/ _sec) (ft) (°R)_
D,L inches
p atmospheres
T t oR
A nomograph to facilitate calculation of (_lL) 2 is presented in fig-
ure 18. The final result of the nomograph is (_lL)pt 2, the value of
(_lL) 2 for a platinum wire at the given aerodynamic conditions. The
value of (_lL) 2 for a wire of different material is obtained by
multiplying (qlL)pt 2 by (kpt/kw). Values of (kpt/k w) are presented
in table I. A tabulation of the harmonically averaged values of kpt/k w
for commonly used thermocouple pairs is given in table II and is
repeated for convenience in figure 18. The value of (qL) 2 is then
(nL)2 . (niL)2 (i+ 4_1¢w/Tg)" (niL)2 (l+ 46--1¢w%/Tw) (CIZ)
Finally, the conduction correction factor is
_m = sech(_L/2) (B8)
and is given graphically in figure 19.
Corrections for differences between thermo_ouple wires. - If the
two thermocouple materials differ appreciably in thermal conductivity,
the computation of (ql L) by formula (CII) should be carried out for
each half of a wire, and then the effective (_l L) for the pair of wires
determined as indicated in part III of appendix B. If the two thermo-
couple materials are sufficiently alike, the effective thermal conduc-
tivity is the harmonic mean of the values for the individual materials.
If the two thermocouple materials differ in the values of cw and
of OwCw, the effective values of these quantities are the arithmetic
means of the respective values for the individual materials.
Time constant in presence of radiation and conduction. - The time
constant in the presence of radiation and conduction is
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i -_ m
T (i - ,=) (i+ 4 Cwcgl%) (el2)
Gas temperature in presence of radiation and conduction errors. -
The gas temperature when the thermocouple is subject to both radiation
and conduction errors is
where Tb is the support temperature.
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Material
TABLE I - FROPERTIES OF THERMOCOUPLE ELEMENTS AND ALLOYS
Density
Pw
Specific
heat, cw
I Btu k
Ca) i
Platinum
(Ibm/ft 5)
1354 0.0524
Thermal
conduc-
tlvity, kw
O.01142
Diffus iv-
ity, K
0.0581
kpt
 ptcpt
i 1
Rhodium
Platinum
plus
15 per-
cent
rhodium
Alumel
Chromel
Constsmtan
Iron
Copper
Aluminum
774
1261
557
545
555
491
555
169
.058
.0357
.124
.i06
.099
.107
.095
•220
•0125
b .0O484
c .00_8
c . OOSl
.0058
.0096
•0616
•0325
.040
•0155
• 0103
.0077
•0101
•0268
.172
.126
1.05 .92
1.05 2.58
1.55 2.5
1.54 5.7
1.27 8.9
1.22 1.19
i.20 .19
O.87 .35
aEvaluated for range 550 ° to 660° R except where noted.
bEvaluated at 530 ° R.
CEvaluated at 660 ° R.
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TABLE II - PROPERTIES OF THERM0C0UPLE PAIRS
ESubscrlpt A denotes positive material. This material is listed
first in the palr_
Material
Platlnumplus
IS percent
rhodium -
platinum
Chromel-alumel
Chromel-constantan
Iron-constantan
2(_cpt;) 2 IEw, A kw, B
1.02
i.¢5
1.31
i. 25
1.69
5.0
5.5
Z.1
1.5¢
.81
.90
1.59
-1
\% %/
lu L _ _
0.0220
.0088
.0087
.01_6
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TABLE III- VALUES OF _'L
_'L
_BL
T .Rm
_A" _A,_ Z 2 3 4 5 zo
1.0 1.00 2.00 5.00 4,.00 5.00 I0.00
.5 1.00 1.66 2.16 2.54, 2.80 5.25
1 0 1.00 1.40 1.67 1.85 1.97 2.15
- .5 1.00 1.19 1.50 1.58 1.4,5 1.51
-i.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
1.0 1.00 2.00 5.00 4,.00 5.00 i0.00
• 5 1.19 2.00 2.69 5.25 3.68 4,.52
2 0 1.4,0 2.00 2.45 2.75 2.94 5.28
- .5 1.66 2.00 2.21 2.33 2.41 2.54,
-i.0 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
1.0 1.00 2.0o 5.00 _.00 5.00 10.00
.5 1.50 2.20 5.00 5.70 ,.27 5.55
5 o 1.67 2._3 5.oo _._ 5.75 4.30
-.5 2.16 2.69 5.oo 3._ 5._ 3.55
-1.o 5.0o _.oo 5.00 _.oo 5.oo _.oo
1.o" 1.oo 2.oo 5.oo 4.00 5.oo lO.OO
.5 1.58 2.55 5.21 _.00 4,.70 6._8
4 o 1.B5 2.73 3._ 4.00 4,._ 5.28
-.5 2.54 3.25 5.70 4.00 4.21 4.54
-1.o 4.0o 4.00 4.0o 4,.oo 4,.oo 4,.oo
1.o 1.oo 2.oo 5.oo 4.0o 5.oo 1o.oo
.s 1.45 2.4,1 3._. 4.2_. 5.oo 7.55
5 o 1.97 2.9_ 5.75 _._ 5.oo 6.25
-.5 2.80 5.68 4,.27 4._o 5.00 5.52
-1.0 5.00 5.00 5.0o 5.00 5.00 5.00
1.0 1.00 2.00 3.00 _.00 5.00 i0.00
•5 i. 51 2.55 5 .55 4,.54 5 •52 i0.00
i0 0 2.15 5.28 4.50 5.28 6.25 i0.00
-.5 3.25 4,.52 5.55 6.48 7.33 10.00
-i.0 i0.00 i0.00 i0.00 i0.00 i0.00 I0.00
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1
2
3
5
10
0.01
.02
.05
.I0
.20
.50
1.0
.01
.02
•05
.i0
.20
.50
1.0
.01
.02
•05
.i0
.20
.50
1.0
.Ol
.02
.05
.i0
I .2o
.50
1.0
.01
.02
.05
.i0
.20
.50
1.0
.01
.02
.05
.i0
.20
.50
1.0
TABLE IV - VALUES OF q"L
_"L
1
i._5
1.¢5
1.47
1.51
1.57
1.75
2.00
2.31
2.32
2.34
2.38
2.4'6
2.68
3.00
3.27
3.28
3.30
3.35
3,4'3
3.66
4.00
4'.26
4,.27
4,.29
4,.34,
4.4'2
4.66
5.00
5.25
5.26
5.28
5.33
5.4'2
5.65
6. O0
10.2
10.2
10.2
i0.3
10.4
i0.6
ll.O
2
2.31
2.32
2.Z_
2.38
2.4=6
2.68
3.00
3.04
3.05
3.09
3.15
3.26
3.57
4'.00
3.94',
3.95
3.99
4.06
4,. 19
4'.53
5.00
4,.90
4'.92
4'.96
5.03
5.17
5.52
6.00
5.89
5.90
5.94"
6.02
6.15
6.51
7.00
10.8
i0.9
i0.9
ll.O
ll.l
11.5
12.0
up(n-u)
3 4
1,.
3.27 4.26
3.28 4'.27
3.30 4".29
3.35 4'. 34
3.43 4=.4=2
3.66 4=.66
4=.O0 5.O0
3.94' 4=.90
3.95 4'.92
3.99 4=.96
4.06 5.03
4'.19 5.17
4,.53 5.52
5.00 6.00
4,.80 5.76
4'.82 5.77
4'.87 5.82
4.95 5.91
5.09 6.06
5.48 6.4'7
6.00 7.00
5.76 6.70
5.77 6.72
5.82 6.78
5.91 6.86
6.06 7.03
6.4'7 7.4'5
7.00 8.00
6.74 7.68
6.75 7.70
6.81 7.75
6.89 7.84"
7.05 8.01
7.46 8.4_
8.00 9.00
11.7 12.6
Ii.7 12.7
Ii.8 12.7
11.9 12.8
12.0 13.0
12.4' 13.4=
13.0 14=.0
5 I0
5.25 10.2
5.26 10.2
5.29 i0.2
5.33 i0.3
5.¢2 i0.4.
5.66 10.6
6.00 Ii.0
5.89 10.8
5.90 10.9
5.94= 10.9
6.02 11.0
6.15 Ii.i
6.51 11.5
7.00 12.0
6.74= 11.7
6.75 11.7
6.81 11.8
6.89 11.9
7.05 12.0
7.4=6 12.4=
8.00 13.0
7.68 12.6
7.70 12.7
7.75 12.7
7.8& 12.8
8. Ol 13.0
8.4"4, 13.4'
9.00 14.0
8.66 13.6
8.67 13.6
8.73 13.7
8.82 13.8
8.99 14'.0
9.4-3 14'.4=
i0.00 15.0
13.6 18.6
13.6 18.6
13.7 18.7
13.8 18.8
14'.0 18.9
14.4, 19.4
15.0 20.0
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Air Flow
Support F Junction
temperature I---" x / temperature
_7 .............i .....TN
Material A_ i " -Material B
(a) Wires with same D and _.
Air flow
I--=_t_oo
Ma A --_ M_terlal
(b) Wires with different D and q.
Air flow
Yaterial_rlal B
(c) Wires supported between intermediate
diameter struts.
Figure 3. -Basis thermocouple designs (developed views).
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62 NACA TN 2599
)
. .' _ Final gab temperature, Tg,8
_E(l-_g,d)(TC/Tw) 4 - (l-(g)] = Final ra_liatlon error
----" _(T? _-T_) = Final conduction error
..... _ -_ -"As-'-A"_ -%
| _-Final thermocouple temperature
_Thermoco,_ple response , _
..... m .... Support temperature, "b
g
m mm_mm mm _mNm
Figure 5.
Duct wall temperature, Td
Time, t
- Response to step change from support temperature. Tbermooouple
initially at support temperature.
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7
E-,
T
Nu kg)
Initial temperature
due to heating
Initial ra&iatlon error
--Tf,l
/-Thermocouple/response
4 ¢ Gas temperature, Tg
. {_[(1-_,d)(TdJTw) - (1-¢6)_-_2 " Final radlatio, error
...... _ ....... -J ..... Tf, 2
--- ___" Sm(Tf,2 " Tb) Final cor_luction error
" -- _" -- _"_--Final thermocouple temperature
......... Support temperature, T b
Sm(Tf,l - Tb) = Initial cor_luctlon error
L---- Initial thermocouple temperature, Tw
Duct wall temperature, T0
Figure 6.
Time, t
- Response to step change with _ire initially heated to temperature
greater than gas temperature.
64 I%t'.CA _ 2599
Air
flow
v-Mercury manometer
(total pressure)
II II II II ]--M_rcury manometer
/
{ Plen_m II \ _ I [W°rklng region
__ _ _--- - _ ..... -
0 •
7/Va_!s)_e
ITotal- '_"[ o,. transformer
temperature Double pole, I_------4
double throw _ _------_ Recording
ir_licator snap-actlon switchJl°scill°graph 1
Figure 7. - Setup and instrumentation for letermlnation of time
response of thermocouples.
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Configuration I
I
N
Cl
Probe Thermocouple material
A Chromel-c onstautan
B do.
C iiIiiII_OeiiiiiIi!II
D Iron-constantan
E
F
G
C hromel-alumel
Platinum plus 13-
percent rhodium -
platinum
Chromel-coustantan
Comfiguratioull
Junction
a b
0.02 0.15
.04 .30
.i0 .50
.04 .30
c
0.05
.i0
.25
.i0
.i0
.i0
I dl Configuration
0.0085 I
.0176 I
.0554 II
.0160 I
.0155 I
.0174 I
.0176 Straight wire
1Dimension d is the average of eight measurements.
Figure 8. - Thermocoaples used for test purposes. Air flow perpendic-
ular to plane of thermDcoaple loops. (All dimensions are in inches.)
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to
Switched
0.isec_
Time
readlng
Each of these increments
is divided Into ten equal
spaces that are equal
to 0.01 sec
rStart of record for reading
-- I
,0.632 (T2-T I)
i
ITD
Heater
current
turned
off
(a) Sample record.
2.0_t or record
" 1 \
j .8 l , N_ 0.S68z deflection, at start
-[ _k of record
= -, iz ! ,
0 .4
_ -
k
.2 I _I
, \
Il'I
"i0 .'02 .04 .06 .08 ,i0 .12 .14 .16 .18
Time from start of record, sec
(b) Cooling curve plotted to show flrst-order
relation.
Figure 9. - Time-constant determination.
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l0
8
6
Nominal
5_ch number
Wire Probe
, D
0.0554 C
i i
•0178 B
.0176 G (tailed
symbols)
.0055 A
6 8 l_ 2 4 6 8 lO 4 2 4
Reynolds number, Re
(a) Chromel-constantan thermocouple.
Figure I0. - Time constants of thermoco_ples with Reynolds number based
on static temperature. Lines drawn through data points for M<0.5.
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1.0
.8
_ .6
IW
.i
i
]
J
I
I o
]
I;11 ,_
_ill m
it
Nominal Ii
free-stream
Mach number
0.i I _
,2 I'
L ,,
.3
!i tJ,
"-,4_. i0.0160
? I
m
2
o_
0
E_
1.0 Z
Probe
0
m
o_
0
(c) Chrome!-alumel thermocouple.
JL i : I J
.6 -- i I J I
I
I
._ I _ _ I '_'
4 6 8 103 2 4 6 8 104 2
Reynolds Number, Re
(d) Platinum plus L_-percent
rhodium - platinum thermocouple.
Figure I0. - Concluded. Time constants of thermoco,_ples
with Reynolds number based on static temperature.
Lines drawn through data _oints for M<O.S.
(b) Iron-constsntan thermocouple.
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a
O
O
Q
o
!
E-
.4
i I I i I t I
Free-s_ream dmnsl_y
(lbm/cu. ft)
o o._ Probe, A, B,
A u,[ and C
0 210 ,'
11 ! I _Q, Ka
(a) Probe A; chromel-constantan; d/ameter,
0.0085 Inch.
1.0
.8
.6
T
.4
.2
• 10
(b) Probes B and G; chromel-constantanl
diameter, 0.0176 inch.j....f
•_ -,.._,_ -_ o °
g
.o8 I I t
.08 .i0 ._ .4 .6 .8 1.0
Free-stream Mach number, M
(c) Probe C} chromel-constantan; d/ameter,
0.05S4 inch•
Figure II. - Time cor_ants of seven thermocouples.
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.6
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1.0
i
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.I
.08
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i i I [ I i_
! _ I I J!
Free-stream denslty
0 0.04
D .i0
I ! ] 'it
t'_a.
-_.,,
m
!
¢ 0
_ C
l
(d) Probe D; iron-constantau_ diameter,
0.0160 inch.
(e) Probe E; chrome!-aiumelj d.iameter,
0.0155 inch.
o_........
I i_
I I
<°°i
.10 .Z .4 .6 .8
Free-stream Mach number, M
(f) Probe F; platinum pl-s !_-percent rhodium -
platinum; diameter, 0.0174 inch.
Fi6ure ii. - Concluded. Time constants of seven
thermocoal_les.
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I0
8
2
Nominal
free- stre am
Mach number
Wire
diam., D
(in.)
0.0554
.0176
..0176
Probe
C
B
G (tailed
symbols)
•i0
.08
.06
2 4 6 8 103 2 4 6 8 104 2 4
Reynolds number, Re*
(a) Chromel-c on'stantan.
Figure 12. - Time constants of thermocouples with Reynolds number based
on total temperature.
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Mach _umber I
__ o o.I4-
-- A .4
-- 0 .5
-- V .6
__ <> .7
.9 Wire Probe
diam., D
(in.)
.8
.6
m .4
8 .2
.1
(b) Iron-constantan.
(c) Chromel- alumel.
E
r
m .4
4u
0: o
4 6 8 i0 _ 2 _ 6 8 104 2
Reynolds number, Re _
(d) Platinum plus l_-percent rhodium - platinum.
Figure ]2. - Concluded. Time constants of thermocouples
with Reynolds number based on total temperature.
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•p ,,_
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0
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1.00
.96
.92
.88
.84
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\
 JTt \
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Region of
probable -
'variation
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.80
0 .2 .4 .6 .8
Mach number, M
Figure 14. - Recovery ratio of bare-wire thermocouple.
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Mach _iie
number, M temperature, T v
('a)
m.j.-
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
-T.- 19oo
.T 1800
_-- 1700
2L 1_
• _._13co .....
-1200
-1100
. .I_00
• 800 "
700 _..
GiVen:" T v - 500" R Proced=re:
p.la_
M-0.3
D - 0.015 in.
('_
-3C00
-2000
.i000
:800
'.GO0
:-400
:.300
..... .... --].
/
/
;6 /
--3,
/ I_o._
A
S't_ic
pIesl_"l! t
0.i--
.2
• 8-""
,L.
5-
$.
10"
15.
20-
Connect M to D and find intersection A.
Connect A to T w and find interHctic_ B.
Connect _ to p and find answer _i"
(a) _cm_r&ph for ea_u'tlng _i"
_L_e
Alame_e_ D
-0.I
".09
- .08
.07
p .06
•.05
".O&
-.03
.0Z
.01
1.00g
1.008
".007
-.006
-.005
-.CO&
-.003
:00Z
.COl
Fi6ure 16. - Nomcgraphs for determining radiation error.
(A I0- b_ 12-in. print of thi_ fig. is attached.)
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T
Equivalent
_uct
_empez-ature
T_
_)
-3000
1500
-2000
.1750
.......... •1500
-1250
.i000
900
8OO
700
,°'__t
_o3i_
t_
ii
1
o. i!
• o.o i:
0.001 _
0.0001
(b) Nomo@ra_h for ccm_t!_ (Ti/Tw) 4.
Fi_e 16. - Coucl-dei. Nomo_1-aphs for letermln/ng ra_latio_ error.
(A 9- by 10-1_. print of this fig. is attached.)
Thermoccu_le
temperatu_ve
T_
(oR)
&O0"
500-
600-
700--
800-
900-
1000"
1250"
1500" b
1750"
2000 -
2500_
5000
78 _CA TN 2599
(PvCv)av 1
1.30
0.004
Figuxe !7. - N_raph for cc_putln_ 7I.
(A ii- by 12-in. print of thio fig. i_ attache_.)
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Figure 19. - Conduction correction factor, _m = sech _2L.
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o
a
a
,ml
,-,4
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
Ratio of distance along wire to total length, x/L
Figure 20. - Temperature distribution along thermoco,,ple consisting
of two wires of _iffere_t thermal conductlvi_y or diameter.
I i
1.0
.8
.6
.4
.2
0
1.00 0.35
.32 ._
._ 1.2
.0_ _.0
i _ I I l
.25 .30.05 .I0 .AS .20
Distance along wire, x, in.
Figure 21. - Temperature distrib,,tion along wire with intermediate supports
as shown in figure 2(c). 0he-half symmetrical dls_rlbatlon is shown.
L, 0.5 Imch) L', 0.1 lach; qp(L-L'), 1._.
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